Climate and Sustainability Festival
2019 Agenda

**MORNING**

11:00am  Opening speech: Tony Juniper CBE
         Environment and Society

11:30am  Professor John King: The Impact of Polar Climate
         Change on our Planet

12.00pm  Panel: A Closer Look at the Scientific Consequences
         Health: Dr Olivia Casanueva
         Food Security: Dr Marco Springmann
         Biodiversity: Dr Claire Wordley

**LUNCH AND WORKSHOPS**

Full Circle Shop Workshop
1:00-1:45
Ethical Consumerism: What are the best alternatives to single-use plastics?

Living Lab Workshop
1:45-2:30
An informal round-robin of stalls throughout!
Including: Cambridge Greenpeace, #onelessCambridge, Positive Investment Cambridge, UCL Climate Action Society

Lunch provided at a reduced rate by our partners Nanna Mex + Stem&Glory.
Just show your wristband to get the discount!

**AFTERNOON**

2:30pm  Collaborative discussion: A Sustainable Future
         Art: Rachel Pimm  Health: Professor Andy Haines
         Psychology: Dr Cameron Brick  Education: Toni Rogers
         Charity: Mark Crutchley (Campaigning)
         Community action: Nicola Terry (Transition Cambridge)

4:00pm  Break with video

4:30pm  Closing speech: Craig Bennett OBE

Please join us for networking drinks until 5:30pm in the Fisher Building, St John's College.